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Graphics Tutorial

This tutorial will show you how to incorporate graphics into your WordPress site. Follow the instructions to complete Assignment 9d: Graphics.

Getting Started

Images are a huge part of any blog or website. You need to have a Plugin that will help you manage and display your images (graphics, clip art, etc.). You will be installing and using the NextGEN Gallery Plugin:

![NextGEN Gallery Plugin](image)

Figure 1  WordPress Nextgen Gallery

1. Before you begin, watch this video:

   How to Use WordPress (6 of 7) - Create & Upload a Photo Gallery

2. Then go to the following link:

   NextGEN Gallery Plugin
• Download the software – from the Plugin Directory
• Upload the software – to your website
• Activate the Plugin

3. Watch the video a second time and follow the instructions in the video to create a picture gallery.

• Call your gallery Pictures.

• Put your Pictures gallery under your About Page.

• You will need to provide five (5) of your own graphics that are relevant to your website.

4. Finally:

At some point you may be interested in editing an image that you already have uploaded, be sure to check out this article:

**WordPress Image Editor**

![WordPress Support](image.png)

**Figure 2 WordPress Images**

**Turn in:** A screen print of your Pictures gallery.